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Guide

This presentation is intended to be used with 
the Racism video on ERCOD’s YouTube page

On the upper hand corner of the presentation 
slide will be the time code of the video. This is 
for the purpose of discussion/clarification.

Time: 0:00 



Definition
What is Racism?

“any attitude, action, or institutional 
structure which subordinates a 
person or group because of his or her 
color” 

“poor treatment of or violence against 
people because of their race”

–Merriam-Webster Dictionary

-US Commission on Civil Rights, 1970

Time: 0:21 



History
Since beginning of Humankind 

Hebrew/Egyptian Slaves

Native American Indians and European Settlers

20th century- Nazi and Hitler’s Germany

In the US:
Slavery. Jim Crow. Segregation laws in the South.

1960’s Civil Rights movement: 
Passage of the Civil Rights act of 1964 that banned 
discrimination based on “race, color, religion, or national 
origin” in employment practices. 

Time: 0:56

SOURCE:
http://www.pbs.org/race/000_About/002_04-background-02-01.htm



History: Photos
Time: 1:34 



History: Photos

For more images, please check this YouTube link:

http://bit.ly/VVKN0o



Discussion

Question #1:

Do we have racism today, even 
after the slaves got their 
freedom and Civil Rights 
movement?

Time: 2:00 



Discussion

Question #2:

Give us an example of racism in 
the media.

Time: 2:14 



Discussion

Question #3:

Give us an example of racism in 
our everyday language.

Time: 2:30 



Activities:

Activity #1: Privilege Walk (Go to Racism_Activity1.ppt)

Activity #2: Ethnic Stereotypes



The 
Freedom Signers

How do you relate with the 
students of The Freedom Signers 
film and their experiences with 
racism?

Time: 2:42 



The Freedom Signers:

(MSNBC’s “A conversation about 
Race”) Which doll is the black 
doll? Which doll is the 
pretty/ugly/bad/good/etc.

“So many of these children perceive the color 
black as bad and white as good. Those 
perspectives really affect children’s concept of 
who they are…Now I understand why I’m so 
confused about myself. I recall growing up I’ve 
noticed that society looks down on Mexicans. 
They’re stigmatized with words like poor, wet-
backs, and uneducated. And I hate it when they call 
me Mexican because they associate me with those 
words.”

---Cathy



Internalized Racism

Definition of Internalized Racism:

“When people of color are treated as inferior 
and exposed to lies and stereotypes taught 
over generations, they internalize them.”

More Internalized Racism situations…
- p. 91, Helping Teens Stop Violence



The Freedom Signers: 
Statistics

“You’d think most blacks are famous for using drugs 
and go to jail for that purpose, but it’s not true. There 
are statistics that show that only 11% of African 
Americans are actually guilty of their crime 
compared to the 89% that of White prisoners. See 
the huge difference between 89% and 11%. Don’t 
you think that might be racism in the system?”



The Freedom Signers: 
Statistics

“Research has found that this particular group of 
Deaf Latino students’ reading and arithmetic scores 
are significantly lower compared with their African 
American and Caucasian peers. They are also less 
likely to be offered opportunities (academic, sports, 
scholarships etc.) Plus they are usually placed in 
vocational programs, denied the academic 
preparation for college. All this has contributed to 
the large school drop out rate.”



White Privilege

Definition of White Privilege:

“system that grants unearned benefits, power, 
access to resources and influence, to white 
people based purely on the color of skin.”

What other white privileges can you think of…



The Freedom Signers: 
Stereotypes

“And yeah… I have to face all the stereotypes 
they have about Black people…

--Akeem

They’re always saying: 
‘Oh, Black people can’t 
succeed. Black people 
always go to jail, or 
Black people are low 
functioning, or Black 
people- ah, they’re only 
good in sports.’”



Stereotype

Definition of Stereotype:

“system that grants unearned benefits, power, 
access to resources and influence, to white 
people based purely on the color of skin.”

What are some stereotypes you can think of…



The Future
50% of Deaf and Hard of hearing 
students from age 3 to 21 are people 
of color… so our future Deaf 
community is becoming more and 
more diverse.   

--Angela McCaskill, GRI Survey 2007.

What does this mean for us? 
How do we prepare ourselves 

for the future?

Time: 5:20 



Films about Racism

American Violet

Coach Carter

Crash

Finding Forrester

The Freedom Writers

Time: 5:44 



Optional Slides
(For teachers who may want to add more 
activities/vocabulary/assignments)



Vocabulary Quiz

Racism
Internalized Racism
White Privilege
Segregation
Statistics
Stereotypes




